
ORIGINAL INTENT OF THE CONSITUTION - Observations about "Conservative" Judicial Oversteps (July 2, 2018)

The Goal of Originalists is to restore US Constitutional Rights of the Monied Class, though "Original Intent"I.
All Rights are ultimately resolved by Legal (Court) means. Legislatures are empowered by Persons in the Monied Class
(the only Value that determines Governmental Action. No money, no Rights).

A.

All Individual Rights not enumerated in the Constitution are left to the States without interference from the US Courts.B.
All conflicts between Classes of People are resolved by the US Supreme Court, which enforces Laws pertaining to Class,
and those originally enumerated in the Constitution so as to define Classes.

C.

Historical Plan of Correction (Southern Wealth/Classist Strategy):II.
Correction to neutralize the People's House (US House of Representatives), which performs duties defined by the
President as Head of the Government (Corporate Model).

A.

Correction to return Control of the US Senate to paid Operatives of the Landowners (Monied Class).B.
Correct State Courts improper Rulings that conflict with the Monied Class. Restrict State Court Rulings and
Interpretations that Expand Non-Monied Persons Rights outside of Class.

C.

The President presides over the Federal Military and Judicial Enforcement System as a Magistrate to guarantee the
rights of Persons in the Monied Class, through the Charters (Laws) granted to Corporations as a Class.

D.

Nullification of the Bill of Individual Rights, allowing representation in the Government only through their appointed
Overseers (as Merchantalists appointed by the Head of the Federal Government - the President).

E.

ORIGINAL INTENT III.
 

US CONSTITUTION - 1787A.
The Original Constitution gives Governmental power to the Landowners ("Wealthy") as a Class.1.
Corporations are given the rightful same status as a landowner/individual Monied Person. This denies any
Federal Right for an Individual not tied to a Class or Original Enumerated Right. ("MeToo").

2.

 

AMENDMENTS - Bill of Rights - 1791 Ratifications (was not part of the Original Consitution)B.
Gave Rights outside of Economic status not enumerated in the Original Constitution, therefore viewed as
illegitimate and in need of correction.

1.

James Madison proposed absorbing Amendments into the Constitution body, instead of as Amendments (Codicils)
listed separately, realizing this as necessary to put it on the same footing. This did not happen.

2.

 

"LEGISLATING FROM THE BENCH" - Parsing the Language though Individual versus Class Rights (Tribalism)C.
The "Original" US Constitution is to be interpreted in the Broadest sense, since Landowners are the identified
privileged class and have the ultimate power through their Senators. Since the Original Constitution gives the
power of "Life, Liberty and Property" to the Landowners, they are to be given the widest deference (the flaw
needing correction was replacing "Property" with "Pursuit of Happiness").

1.

the "Illegitimate" Amendments (Bill of Rights) are to be interpreted in the Narrowest Sense, based on the most
restrictive absolute words related to Individuals, meant only to "tweak" the Constitution in specific cases. Activist
"Liberal" Judges are those who create Individual Rights outside of Wealth or Constitutionally defined Class, not
define new Rules or Classes which is seen as an error.

2.

SOPHISTRY (what the meaning of "Is" is).IV.
We fought a Civil War over these Issues, still underlying the struggles for Civil and Economic Rights of the Individual
not in the Monied Class.

A.

Sophistry is used to emphasize the emotional content of language, couching argument in complex propaganda
language, ignoring verifiable fact, hiding the False Premise used in the Argument, Bullying opponents into Submission.
(See Tversky, Stanford University for descriptions of this effect https://news.stanford.edu/pr/96/960605tversky.html).
It is the language of Sociopaths, those without regard to the consequences to others. The greatest effect is to foster
Anxiety, Fear and Mistrust of the Government which is a check on unrestricted wealth.

B.

Without precisely calling out this intent to deny Individual Freedoms, the Government decays into corruption because
it precludes the Consent of the Governed (By the People defines "People" only as "Monied Persons"). 

C.

Without a rigorous Individual Bill of Rights, there is no Democracy. Without a Middle Class, there is no Bill of Rights.
No Individual Rights allows diverse systems to flourish: Communism with Corporate Economy, as well as Oligarchic,
Totalitarian, or Apartheid States.

D.
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